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Dash 4 Cash
Points
Birthdays:

as of ??-??-??
?? points

March-3 Jack Bisgrove
March-6 Gordon Miner
March-16 Kelsey Sweatman
March-18 Joan Bisgrove
March-23 Bill Sweatman
March-24 James Learned

Anniversaries:
?????????????

Congratulations to All!
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Checkout the last page for
an updated copy of
Chapter T’s Ride Prayer

Chapter T’s Director’s
Corner

Ride Schedule: A group of 'T' members held a
'brainstorm' session recently to consider and utilize
suggestions solicited from our members, our past favorable rides, fun/events/rallies, our quest for adventure and meeting new friends. While developing our
2012 ride schedule, we also included opportunities
for members to give back to the community through
voluntary participation in the Miracle Ride, Freedom
Park/Wall, Ride for Kids, etc. Our scheduling group
was mindful of members: limited resources, individual obligations, life/family responsibilities while
working toward the objective of fun, meeting new
friends, and enjoyable destinations. We hope to see
you at one of or all of our scheduled Chapter T rides.
Our schedule will soon be posted.

GREETINGS!
The February get "T"gether was both fun and informative for the 33 members and guests in attendance. It was good to reacquaint with old friends,
past members and/or others whose obligations hinder
more frequent attendance. With the lack of snow, the
sun getting warmer and spring just around the bend,
we're all getting anxious. "It's my ride, and I want to
ride it now."
There were two appointments made this month as
a result of individual's desire to be a contributing
member of the Chapter 'T' team. The first thank you
and congratulations goes to Mary Ann Bennett who
will now be our Sunshine Coordinator. The next appointment was to our 2012 Couple of the Year - Al &
Linda Yerdon - Congratulations! Al & Linda are a
deserving couple who represent a long history of
GWRRA involvement. They have shown dedication
and commitment to Chapter T and motorcycling in
general. Al & Linda have been married for over fifty
years, were COY for another Chapter, Assistant Director and our past Chapter T Director. They have
done a good job of keeping the Chapter together,
team development and participation in District
events. They'll be great ambassadors and spokespersons for the GWRRA organization and Chapter T.
It's also hoped that Al & Linda will continue to have
more 'wonderful memories to recall' of their Chapter
T family interactions.
Ride Seminars: Several of our members traveled
to Chittenango earlier this month to participate in two
free ride seminars sponsored by Chapter D. Both
seminars, Team Riding and Co-Rider, were informative and well presented by instructors Rick Reardon
and John Van Dusen. All attendees received a free
riding manual.
50/50: It pays to read Chapter T's Newsletter...
Our editor, Jim Thayer, posted a picture of a Honda
motorcycle enticing readers to identify it for an extra
ticket towards the 50/50 drawing. The winning ticket
turned out to be the 'extra ticket' earned for properly
identifying the motorcycle in the photo. (Go back to
page one to see who sumitted the correct answer and
won.)

Upcoming Events/Rides:
-March 18, Sunday: Breakfast ride with Chapter D
at Gristmill Restaurant; meet/car pool at Tops Market, Camden, 8:00-8:30 a.m.
-(FYI) March 30, 31, April 1: Maine Chapter C
"End of Winter Bash", held in North Conway, NH.
-April 21, Saturday: Sponsor breakfast at Osceola
Outpost a 9:30 a.m. with north country impromptu
ride to follow
-(FYI) April 26, 27, 28: District conventions:
A) South Carolina, held in N. Charleston, SC "Catch the Spirit
B) Tennessee, held in Pigeon Forge, TN - "Spring Fling"
-May 5, Saturday: TCLOCS, Cookout, PLP at
Green Lakes State Park with Chapter D, 9 a.m. May
12, Rain date
-May 20, Sunday: Miracle Ride (supporting pediatric
care) with scenic ride and BBQ at Spinning Wheel
Restaurant, North Syracuse.
**Register before 4/27 for $30.00 and receive
2012 t-shirt
Thank you to all contributors to the 50/50 raffle.
Your contributions help support some of our Chapter
T events/activities. You could be next month's winner. We appreciate Jim & Sharon Learned's effort in
collecting for the raffle.
Next gathering is Thursday, March 22, 2012.
**Support our Sponsors**
**Drive/Ride Safe**
Thank you
Dave & Linda
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The article I chose for this month should remind most of
us of similar situations we've encountered in our past. For
me it was a grassy parking lot at an Apple Fest.
I was heading up an incline and was directed to turn left
to find a parking space. I turned left and tried to ride parallel on the incline. Guess what? As I tried to maintain the
bike at a perpendicular angle on the hillside the rear wheel
lost traction and down we went. No damage to the bike, only
the ego. In retrospect I should have just continued to the top
of the hill and parked up there. Which is where we wound
up anyways.
Slow speed maneuvering with a passenger can be challenging for anyone, but the more you practice on your own
the less problematic it will be when some one is with you.
Don’t forget the upcoming event at Green Lakes State
Park being hosted by Chapter D. We will be going over how
to perform T-CLOCK inspections for both bikes and trikes
in the morning.
Then after lunch there will be 2 Parking Lot Practices
offered. Both bikes and trikes have areas to do some easy
going no pressure practice to help you sharpen up your skills
early in the season.
These are informal but informative sessions that allow
you to do what you feel comfortable with at your own pace.
These sessions are not ARC courses, but they will give
you credit towards a Level 2 for riders. Hopefully by participating in one of these PLPs it will remove some of the apprehension of taking an accredited riding course when they offer them again at the 2013 Bi-State Convention. Most of the
people I have spoken to that have participated in bike or
trike classes found them to be both informative and fun.
Remember there is no pass or fail to these, only a learning and sharpening of ones skills.

T

o day you and
your wife are
riding to a favorite restaurant.
You don't immediately see an open spot in the parking lot, so
you have to search for a place to park. But you aren't comfortable
riding at slow speeds and always seem to struggle to maintain balance. You decide to stick your legs out like outriggers. Your wife
senses your anxiety and becomes tense as the bike begins to wobble.
As you swing around a tight turn you sense the bike begin to
fall. This causes you to decelerate abruptly, and the bike to fall
faster. Your wife suddenly shifts her bodyweight in response. The
next thing you know, the two of you are laying on the pavement
with the bike on top of your ankle. A passerby stops to help pick up
the motorcycle. Thankfully, you and your wife are wearing full
gear and are mostly okay.
Slow-speed riding is one of the most challenging aspects of riding a motorcycle. Without the stabilizing forces provided by speed,
the rider must use excellent control skills to prevent tipping over.
Add a passenger to the equation and maintaining balance can be
quite tricky.
It's natural to become tense when anxious. Unfortunately, ten�
sion is your enemy, because maintaining balance requires quick,
fluid reactions. To minimize anxiety, you must become proficient at
slow speed maneuvers through increased knowledge and practice.
This is necessary for both the rider and passenger.
You can become more proficient by understanding and practicing some basics. To remain in balance, you must maintain steady
drive; any abrupt interruption or increase in speed will result in
the bike falling over or running wide. Next, you must learn to look
well ahead to spot any obstacles or hazards.
Your eyes also help with balance, but only if you keep them
pointed up, not down at your front wheel. You will also need to
keep your arms loose so you can turn the handlebars quickly and
smoothly. Keep your knees against the fuel tank and your feet on
the footpegs so you can stabilize the bike. Maintain light
pressure on the rear brake to
aid stability.
Your passenger must understand that any abrupt
weight shifts result in the need
for a quick correction on the
part of the rider. The passenger should try to relax and
remain as still as possible
when riding at slow speeds.
Practice in a parking lot with
your passenger on board so
that both of you can become
proficient and comfortable
with slow speed maneuvering.
Motorcycle Consumer
News • March 2012
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TECH CORNER

with Dave Secor

Tire Date Coding

most of the time under panic braking because under stress you
will slam your brakes.
For those who might want to cling on to the fairy
tale that laying a bike down is a viable technique, answer these questions...
Where or how did you learn to lay your bike down? What
training is available for this technique? Who teaches this technique? How often do you practice this maneuver? In other
words, in the precious 2 seconds you have to decide what evasive action to take you're going to rely on an induced impact (
you and your bike hitting the pavement) which you never practiced, which will produce a much longer stopping distance and a
higher impact speed, not to mention loss of control, because
somehow you rationalized this was the best possible outcome?
Come on, riders, let's educate not propagate. Don't let
anyone say this to you without a challenge. Metal/plastic sliding on the pavement has a much lower frictional value than rubber, you are going to slide a much longer distance. Even if impact
is imminent, you would do better to minimize injury by scrubbing
off as much speed as possible by braking before impact.

Every US Department Of Transportation (DOT) approved
automotive and motorcycle tire has the tire date of manufacture stamped sidewall. The format of this date appears
in a WWYY format, as in week/year. For example the
manufacture date code of 4407 translates to the 44th week of
2007. Tires produced prior to the year 2000 use a three
digit code. For example the manufacture date code of 378
translates to the 37th week of 1998. New tires should be less
than 3 years old. I recommend discarding used motorcycle
tires after 8 years of age.

"The stopping distance you trade off by sliding on your side
could easily mean the difference between crash or no crash."
The fact of the matter is the trade-off in distance may mean
the difference in crashing or not. For example, if you are traveling
50 mph and slide to a stop on your wheels on a well-traveled,
level asphalt-paved road your stopping distance is going to be
about 104 feet. Now, if you slide to a stop on your side, the
stopping distance is going to be about 185 feet. The 81 feet difference is what we are trading for, easily the difference between
colliding or not.

Laying it Down
We would like to thank GWRRA Member Larry Garcia,
who brought this excellent article to our attention. When teaching motorcycle riding and safety courses, we have typically responded to student questions about whether laying the bike
down is a good idea with feedback like, "Why would you intentionally crash your motorcycle in an attempt to avoid crashing
your motorcycle?"
Over the years, only a very few situations came to mind
where this might be a viable option, such as to avoid decapitation during stunt riding in a movie set, etc. However, I doubt
many of us will ever accidentally or intentionally find ourselves
in such situations.
The following article from Better Motorcycling was posted
in February 2011 (author unknown)
brings up some thought provoking items that we encourage Members to consider. It amplifies the need for training.
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Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge
Gold Wing Road Riders Association Rider Education
The one thing we have to mention is that you are already in
trouble because you failed to compensate for an impending hazard. Not casting stones, I have failed many times as a rider myself but let's call it what it is. Don't compound your troubles by losing control of your bike. All kinds of nasty things can happen if you
slide-out.
It is important to note that braking alone will not cause
you to slide-out. It is possible to lock up your rear tires and not
lay the bike down. You can ride it out: ...or ride it out until impact,
until impact, if that is your situation.

Laying it Down Fact or Fiction
"You can normally spot a fairy tale from afar. It starts like this, "
Once upon a time, in a land far, far away.....
For motorcycle crashes it starts like this, "Yep, I had to lay
her down...". Immediately what follows is fiction. It is amazing to
me how many people have employed this tactic they never practiced or were ever taught (sarcasm).

Riders will crash for two reasons:
1. Failure to detect hazard (reaction time)
2. Loss of control of the bike
Both are elements of training necessary for surviving the mean
streets.

\"Laying a bike down is never a plan, it is a consequence."
Laying a bike down is never the plan of any rider, it is the
consequence of failed braking. You over-braked your rear and induced a slide-out. You did not plan this, but this is what happens
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9:30 a.m.
Breakfast at
Osceola Outpost

For Sale
1: Windshield for 1800 Wing, (Tulsa, tint with vent
hole) fits oem vent.
2: Rear trunk organizer, fits 1800 wing.
3: Miscellaneous GL1500 parts, some shiny stuff.
4: OEM rear shocks low miles, went to progressive
Contact: ERIC GORTON 315-893-7324
<rainman3946@yahoo.com>

GOLDWING GL 1500 – CLASSIC TOURING BIKE
Kelly Blue Book: basic bike $ 4,555; plus, over $ 7,000 in upgrades;
Make Offer

Call Jack at (315) 339-2452 or email bisgrove@twcny.rr.com
for pictures and details about this great show condition bike.
It is an older bike, 1989 with nearly 98,000 miles, but kept in
showroom condition, never ridden after the first snow in the fall,
or before the first heavy rains of the spring. Over 80 percent of
its miles are from touring. As a garage kept bike, it has only
been ridden in the rain when a good riding day turns sour. The
oil was changed every 3,000 miles plus or
minus and it has a K&N air filter. The reflectors on the saddlebags, trunk and fairing were
all upgraded to running and turn lights. It has
a chrome trailer hitch and pulled an ultra
lightweight escapade trailer - the trailer looks
great behind my new ride and is not for sale.
This bike has never been damaged, cosmetically or mechanically.
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